Vale Science & Technology Co. Ltd

Vale Science & Technology co. Ltd is an industrial leader of 3C, diving and outdoors, decompression toy products that applies science and technology in innovative ways to make life better. We have three registered USA trademarks which are UGI, Leucothea and Crazy Elf. These three trademarks respectively represent three different aspects of our products. We also own lots of patents and copyrights. We’ll introduce more detail following.

Vale Science & Technology co. Ltd not only has excellent design teams in New York, Paris, Hong Kong and Shen Zhen, but also have the most advanced mechanical equipment and production lines in Shen Zhen, which has the skilled workers and most stringent quality control system to ensure the quality and safety of our products. At present, all our products have passed UL certification in the United States, SGS certification in Sweden, and CSA certification in Canada.
About trademark:

UGI is a 3C category USA registered trademark, which include mobile accessories, smart wear equipment and VR products. The registered number is 87286876. You also can check it for more detail at the United States patent and trademark office by click here.

Leucothea is a sports and outdoor USA registered trademark. The registered number is 87862320. It mainly include diving and snorkeling mask, diving fins and some other home garden product. For more information at United States patent and trademark office, please click here.

Crazy Elf is a USA registered trademark of entertainment, decompression and toy products whose registered number is 87692472. We apply to this trademark to our finger monkey, feisty pets and some other decompression toy products. For more information at United States patent and trademark office, please click here.

About patent:

Snorkel mask design patent:

Patent number: 004140531-0001. EUIPO link please click here.

Patent number: 004140531-0002. EUIPO link please click here.

Quick connect interface of magnetic cable:

Patent number: 9515420. USPTO link please click here.

About copyright:

Finger monkey

Registered number: 2018Z11S168608

Feisty unicorn

Registered number: 2018Z11S168608

Unicorn color-changing cup

Registered number: 2018Z11S168609
Our mission:

1. Protect our customers from counterfeit products and ensure them to get the high quality and safe products

2. To diligently protect the our brand, our reputation and consumer goodwill

3. To conform to Government and Regulatory policy and ensure that goods meet the standards required for customer purchase and consumption in the region sold

Vale Science & Technology co. Ltd is a committed member of the eBay Vero Program. We are determined to protect our intellectual property rights in the most effective way possible. We have developed the following guidance to help ensure that eBay users do not infringe upon our intellectual property rights

Trademark Infringement

Vale Science & Technology Co., Ltd is the legal owner and proprietor of the UGI, Leucothea, Crazy Elf throughout the world including, but not limited to, the UK, the EU and Vale Science & Technology co. Ltd is entitled to take legal action against any unfair use of our intellectual property, rightfully and lawfully, and to prohibit others from using our trademarks in connection to the same or similar goods and/or services being offered in the jurisdictions covered by our trademarks.

Unlawful use of UGI, Leucothea, and Crazy Elf trademarks risks exposing our consumers to products which have not been subjected to our rigorous quality control and testing processes, and damages our reputation for quality and reliability that we have cultivated over a number of years. For these reasons, we take any unauthorized use of our trademarks seriously and any infringing listing may be reported to eBay.

Patent and Copyright Infringement

Vale Science & Technology Co., Ltd owns all patent and copyrights in our products displayed on our official UGI, Leucothea, Crazy Elf websites. without prior authorization, Anyone using UGI, Leucothea, Crazy Elf product patents and copyrighted materials (including, but not limited to, photographs and other images found on the website) without authorization may be breaching the intellectual property rights, which may in turn lead to eBay listings being reported and taken down for copyright violations.